
ECE 121 
PSPICE Assignment 

 
PSPICE is a simulation package created at UC Berkeley in the mid-80s.  The original company 
that produced it was bought by OrCAD and they were bought by Cadence.  This software is 
written for Windows operating systems; you can download a free version (called Lite) or you can 
use the computers in the ECE labs in SERC 2005.  The computer lab will be most useful for 
students that have a Mac computer.  
 
When you are ready to submit on Blackboard, please scan so that you create one pdf file. 
For the circuit below, find IS.     

1. Choose values for RF, RM, and RL based on the position of your initials in the alphabet.  
For example, Justin Drew Bieber would use RF = 10 kΩ, RM = 4 kΩ, and RL = 2 kΩ. 

2. Create your circuit using PSPICE’s schematic capture feature. 
3. Run a simple DC simulation. 
4. Print out the circuit schematic after running the simulation with currents, voltages, and 

power shown. 
5. Solve the problem by hand confirming your results.  This is most easily solved by finding 

the equivalent resistance and then you can use Ohm’s Law. 
 

\  
Instructions for starting PSPICE. 
 
From All Programs 

Choose Cadence 
Choose OrCAD 16.6 Lite 
Choose OrCAD Capture CIS Lite 

 
From the File Menu, Choose New then Choose Project 

Give the project a name 
Select Analog or Mixed A/D 
Select Browse and choose where you want to save the file and select OK 
Choose Create Blank Project.  Select OK 

 
From the Place Menu, Choose Part 
 On the right side of the page, this action will open up the part libraries.  Click on the tiny 
rectangle to the right of “Libraries:” to add Libraries. 



 Add libraries called ANALOG and SOURCE for the parts to create simple circuits. 
 Double Click on the part name and that part will be placed in the grid area.  Click the part 

and hit escape if you only want one part.  You can highlight parts and move them around.  
VDC is a DC voltage source in the source library.  R is a resistor in the analog library.  
Parts can be rotated by clicking right on the part and choosing rotate from the menu that 
comes up from clicking right. 

 
From the Place Menu,  
 Choose wire to connect all parts.  Click on one end of part and move wire to next part; 

click again when you get to the part.  Continue this “wiring”until all parts are connected. 
From the Place Menu,  

Choose Ground (O/CAPSYM).  Place at the bottom of the circuit. 
From the File Menu, Choose Save  
 
Set your values for elements by double clicking on the default value and typing in the new value.  
You don’t need to add units.  For resistors, default values are 1 kΩ.  If changing their value, you 
need to specify k for kΩ immediately following the number. 
 
From PSpice Menu, Choose New Simulation Profile 
Name your simulation.  From the same menu, choose Run or use the shortcut symbol (looks like 
a play button for videos) from the toolbar.  To display voltages and currents, choose buttons in 
the toolbar labeled V, I, W for voltage, current, and power, respectively.  They are toggle 
buttons.  Hitting them repeatedly simply turns them off and on again.   
 
Voltage designations are referenced to ground (+ where value is shown, - at ground) and currents 
are placed on the side of the element current is entering (left of element means flowing left to 
right; top of element means flowing top to bottom).   
 
 


